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Welcome to the Global Watch Weekly Report
The Matrix is a science fiction action media franchise created by Andy and Larry Wachowski and
distributed by Warner Bros. Pictures. The series began with the 1999 film The Matrix and later spawned
two sequels, The Matrix Reloaded and The Matrix Revolutions, both released in 2003.
The series depicts a dystopia in which Earth is dominated by sentient machines that were created early in
the 21st century and rebelled against humanity. At one point, humans attempted to block out the
machines' source of solar power by covering the sky in thick, stormy clouds. However, the machines
devised a way to extract humans' bioelectricity and thermal energy by growing people in pods, while their
minds are kept under control by cybernetic implants connecting them to a simulated reality called the
Matrix.
The virtual reality world simulated by the Matrix resembles human civilization around the turn of the 21st
century (this time period was chosen because it is supposedly the pinnacle of human civilization). The
majority of the stories in the Matrix franchise take place in a vast unnamed megacity. This environment is
practically indistinguishable from reality (although scenes set within the Matrix are presented on-screen
with a bias toward the colour green), and the majority of humans connected to the Matrix are unaware of
its true nature. Most of the central characters in the series are able to gain superhuman abilities within the
Matrix by using their understanding of its true nature to manipulate its physical laws.
The Matrix makes numerous references to recent films and literature, and to historical myths and
philosophy including Buddhism, Vedanta, Advaita Hinduism, Christianity, Messianism, Judaism,
Gnosticism, Existentialism, Nihilism. The film's premise resembles Plato's Allegory of the cave, René
Descartes's evil demon, Kant's reflections on the Phenomenon versus the Ding an sich, Zhuangzi's
"Zhuangzi dreamed he was a butterfly", Marx's social theory and the brain in a vat thought experiment.
Many references to Jean Baudrillard's Simulacra and Simulation appear in the film, although Baudrillard
himself considered this a misrepresentation. There are similarities to cyberpunk works such as
Neuromancer by William Gibson.
The first Matrix film features numerous references to the "White Rabbit", the "Rabbit Hole" and mirrors,
referencing Lewis Carroll's Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass. Biblical
and historical references are found in the names of places and vehicles in the trilogy, such as the
"hovercraft" Nebuchadnezzar (pronounced ne-bah-cahn-ez-zer). Another notable name is the City of
Zion, often used as a synecdoche for the City of Jerusalem or the land of Israel in Abrahamic religious
texts, or to refer to a "promised land" or utopia. There are significant overtones from Hinduism and
Vedanta text
There are many scenes and sub plots within the trilogy but one of the most bizarre yet intriguing aspects
of the film is when Neo (Keanu Reeves) Morpheus (Laurence Fishburne) and Trinity (Carrie-Anne Moss)
meet an individual known as “The Merovingian”. Why the films producers would pick the term
“Merovingian” to represent a character in the movie becomes clearer when one understands the true
meaning and history of the “Merovingian's”. This forms the basis of this weeks edition.
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THE MEROVINGIAN
Blackberry
Under the Spotlight

Half-way through The Matrix Reloaded, Neo, Trinity,
and Morpheus follow the Oracle's orders and visit a
'dangerous program' called the Merovingian. The
Merovingian (also known as the Frenchman, and
called Merv by Trinity) is a fictional character and
the supporting antagonist of the films The Matrix
Reloaded and The Matrix Revolutions.
There is not much revealed about the Merovingian's
origin, but from what both he and the Oracle say, he
was a program made to regulate behavior amongst
the "Bluepills" and report back with results. After the
collapse of the first Matrix, he became obsolete as
the newer versions presented an illusion of choice
to the hard-wired humans, causing the behavioral
manipulation to be more indirect than the
Merovingian's more straightforward methods.
Instead of accepting deletion, he retreated into the
programming of the Matrix, disguised as a human,
and resolved to aid other programs who have
become obsolete.

Why does he lecture the heroes instead of fight
them? And, in an otherwise action-packed film,
what's the point of this dialogue-heavy scene?
The very deliberate Wachowski brothers drew this
character's name from the Merovingian Dynasty of
kings who, from 447 to 751 AD, united and ruled the
region of Europe that today spans France and
Germany. The Merovingian Kings, according to
some sources, claimed direct descent from Mary
Magdalene and Jesus Christ. Others hold that the
origin of the Merovingian Dynasty's power lies in the
buried city of Atlantis, from which all culture, religion
and language springs. The Merovingian himself
claims "I have tried all the languages," before
settling on French because he enjoys swearing in it.
The dynasty remains today
as the Merovingian Order of
the Holy Grail-1787, a
rainbow coalition of esoteric
religious sects. Key among
them is the Order of the Holy
Grail,
supposedly
first
founded by Joseph of
Arimethea in 54 AD at
Rheddae (what is now
Rennes le Chateau, in
France).

Self-described as a "trafficker of information," the
Merovingian behaves much as a leader of a
powerful, organized crime syndicate. This Frenchspeaking underworld figure holds captive an
individual known as the Keymaker, and it is the
Keymaker the heroes need to enter the Matrix
mainframe.
Set in a fine restaurant crawling with henchmen, the
scene hinges around the Merovingian's seminar on
causality and purpose. He illustrates his points
using a slice of aphrodisiac cake and a full bladder;
But who is this elegant, swearing, well-dressed
character? Why is he French? Why, as we learn in
The Matrix Revolutions, does he control the flow of
programs and information, in and out of the Matrix?

According to Grail legend, the Neutral Angels, who
were sent to monitor man on earth, told the secrets
of man's origin and purpose to Joseph who
recorded it all in The Book of the Holy Grail. He also
recorded the clues required to find the cup of life,
the Grail itself. The primary purpose of the Order of
the Holy Grail, and by extension the Merovingian's,
is to protect this book (also known as the
Merovingian Bible) and the information within it.
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Grafting the myth of the Holy Grail on to the Matrix
is easy. The Grail Neo seeks is the mainframe
source code. The Merovingian, protector of the file
system, controls the flow of information and
programs into and out of the Matrix. And, by holding
the Keymaker, he also controls access to the
mainframe.
Like a Sphinx, the Merovingian knows all about Neo
and his quest, more so than even Neo. He
braggingly dangles his martini glass, a literal Grail,
in front of the heroes, toying seductively with the
olives in it. Confident that he can hold on to the
Keymaker, he freely divulges the core meaning of
existence: "All that matters is feeling. Beneath our
poised appearance, we are completely out of
control.... Causality: we are forever slaves to it."

The heroes free the Keymaker from a mountain
castle that looks very much like Rennes le Chateau
in France after a fight with the agents of the
Merovingian.
Also, unlike all other adversaries who fight Neo,
Morpheus and Trinity directly, the Merovingian
hides behind his henchman who do so. In Grail
myth, the devout Merovingians who 'guarded' The
Book of the Holy Grail actually relied upon the
fanatical (or 'fundamentalist') Knights Templar to do
the dirty work. The role of the Knights Templar as
the ready-to-die enforcers of Grail security was also
used in the Steven Spielberg's film "Indiana Jones
and the Last Crusade" and Umberto Eco's novel
"Foucault's Pendulum."
Finally, according to the Doctrine of the Holy Grail,
as followed by the Merovingians, "If those [Neutral
Angels] who sided with Adamas (Lucifer) hid the
Grail from those who would Quest for it, life in the
Terrestrial Realm, would be short and hard with
many difficulties, and would end tragically, yet all
would return to the Celestial Realm (without the
knowledge of Balance) to Perfection. And the cycle
would have to repeat itself again." Sounds like a
mythological reboot, doesn't it?

Given his place in the Matrix myth, therefore, all
Neos, past, present, and future must confront the
Merovingian in their quest for the mainframe. But
while the meeting itself is indispensable to the story,
the scene barely propels the plot forward at all. Our
heroes arrive, ask the Merovingian to hand over the
Keymaker, he refuses, and they leave. But during
his discourse on causality, the heroes find an ally in
the Merovingian's girlfriend, Persephone.
And it is through this alliance, in subsequent
scenes, that the plot moves forward.
Whether you believe in the Merovingian Order of
the Holy Grail-1787, The Book of the Holy Grail, the
Knights Templar, or not, it's clear the Wachowksi's
have condensed a lot of historical allusion into this
one scene. While it moves the story forward only a
little, it roots their cyberpunk vision of the future
deep into the myths of the past. And by doing so,
they've woven a rich post-modern tapestry of a tale:
one with enough plot and character to stand alone,
while also holding enough references and allegory
to allow the viewer hours of joyful interpretation.
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Prince Charles was made the Prince of Wales at his 1969 Royal investiture in Northern Wales, at the accursed Caernarfon
Castle. The Red Dragon of Wales was clearly presented everywhere at the now infamous ceremony, upon banners, posters,
even upon the crowd themselves. There was even a large Red Dragon cut into the backrest of the throne in which Charles sat
while swearing his oaths as Queen Elizabeth II spoke to Charles with hauntingly familiar Scriptures as if reading, word for word,
straight from Revelation (13:2).
At this globally televised event, she announced "This Dragon gives you your Power, your Throne, and your Authority" to which
Prince Charles replied to the world - "...I am now your Liege-Man (meaning Lord-man) and worthy of your earthly worship."

During the 19th century the Prieure de Sion working through Freemasonry and the Hieron du Val D'or attempted to establish a
revived and "updated" Holy Roman Empire - a kind of United States of Europe ruled simultaneously by the Hapsburgs and by a
radically reformed Church. A Europe of this sort would constitute a new and unified political force in international affairs - an
entity whose status would ultimately be comparable to the Soviet Union or the United States. Indeed, it might well emerge
stronger than either. The Hieron du Val D'or...sought to reconcile - as the legendary Ormus was said to have reconciled Christian and pagan mysteries. And it ascribed special significance to Druidic thought.
Holy Blood Holy Grail p. 410-411, 228

If there ever were going to be an “Anti-Christ”, a King who unites the globe in a universal religion and government, declaring
himself to be the embodiment of God, it stands to reason that he would probably come from the Grail bloodline. He would be
descended from Satan, which would explain his predestined predilection for evil, but he would also be a descendant of Christ,
King David, Abraham, Jacob, Noah and Adam. He could use all of these lineages as credentials to convince members of all the
world’s religions that he is not only their divine right king, but the final avatar, or messiah, which their prophets have been
predicting. So yes, I think that our generation may yet see the rise of a Merovingian Anti-Christ.
Tracy R. Twyman, Occult Author and Expert

It is also here in England where those that continue to reject their Messiah are based, and why the powerful Judean minority of
England always backs their Judean brothers in the Mideast, and why their offshoot America always follows their lead and vice
versa. For although England is called the Lion of the Tribe of Judah, its Kings and Queens are not the true lineage of David. For
only in the Last Days will our King David, step forward, via his ancestral blood and fulfill his prophetic appearance via the Stone
of Destiny...and a new King Arthur, the once and future King of England shall reappear and establish a new Round Table of
Equality.
David Jay Jordan

The Illuminati is the continuation of the Mystery Religions of Babylon and Egypt. And the bloodlines of the Illuminati go back to
people who at one time lived in Babylon and Egypt. Just how the House of David (the Satanic one) and the Holy Blood of the
13th family fit in with everything else in history I can't say. I'm sure it would be a big story to tell if I knew. ……..But I do feel that
somehow the 13th Illuminati family does goes back to ancient times. Is this via the Tribe of Dan or via some Druidic bloodline or
is it via the Merovingians or is it via all three. The 13th Illuminati Bloodline is where the Anti-Christ will come from. This bloodline
believes that it has both the Holy Blood of Jesus and the blood (or seed) of Satan in its bloodline. In my Be Wise As Serpents
book, I make reference to this bloodline but I never really took the time to explain it completely. In fact I don’t fully understand this
bloodline myself.
Fritz Springmeier, Author Bloodlines of the Illuminati
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be crowned King in the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre in Jerusalem itself. The actual title of the
early kings of Jerusalem was Rex Latinitas
Ierosolimitanus, meaning King of the Latins of
Jerusalem. They did not pretend to rule over the
native Christian, Muslim, or Jewish populations but
purely saw their role as symbolic of the will of God.

From the 5th to the 8th centuries, the Merovingian
dynasty of kings ruled Europe and, from the Middle
Ages until the present day, most of Europe's
monarchs have been of Merovingian lineage.
The Merovingian bloodline was a Frankish dynasty
founded by Clovis I that reigned in Gaul and
Germany from about 500 to 750. The Merovingian
Kings and their supposed Holy Bloodline (and their
true progenitor), have a rich and twisted history
which is directly connected to the supposed findings
of the Templars regarding a connective link
between the Christ lineage and European Royalty
which is believed to include the Hapsburgs,
Plantagenets, and Stuarts, among others. This led
to their significant claim over the Holy Lands.
The kingdom of Jerusalem had its origins in the
First Crusade, when Godfrey of Bouillon took the
title Advocatus Sancti Sepulchri (Protector of the
Holy Sepulcher) in 1099 and was crowned as ruler
of Jerusalem in the Church of the Nativity in
Bethlehem.

In the book, “The Second
Messiah”,
authors
Christopher Knight and
Robert Lomas identify the
Merovingian families which
conspired
with
the
Merovingian Pope Urban II
to recapture the Holy Land:
The picture that was
emerging was of a group of
European noble families,
descended from the Jewish lines of David and
Aaron, who had escaped from Jerusalem shortly
before, or possible even just after, the fall of the
Temple. They had passed down the knowledge of
the artifacts concealed within the Temple to a
chosen son...of each family. Some of the families
involved were the Counts of Champagne, Lords of
Gisors, Lords of Payen, Counts of Fontaine, Counts
of Anjou, de Bouillon, St. Clairs of Roslin, Brienne,
Joinville, Chaumont, St Clair de Gisor, St Clair de
Neg and the Hapsburgs...
"The picture that was emerging was of a group of
European noble families, descended from the Jewish
lines of David and Aaron, who had escaped from
Jerusalem shortly before, or possible even just after, the
fall of the Temple.
They had passed down the
knowledge of the artifacts concealed within the Temple
to a chosen son...of each family. Some of the families
involved were the Counts of Champagne, Lords of
Gisors, Lords of Payen, Counts of Fontaine, Counts of
Anjou, de Bouillon, St. Clairs of Roslin, Brienne, Joinville,
Chaumont, St Clair de Gisor, St Clair de Neg and the
Hapsburgs...

By 1095, the members of the Rex Deus (families
claiming to be of the jesus bloodline) families group
were almost certainly fully Christianised, yet each of
them must have had at least one male member who
held the traditional history of their high-born Jewish
roots close to his heart. No doubt they saw
The following year, his brother Baldwin I was the themselves as 'super-Christians', descendants of
first to use the title King of Jerusalem and the first to the very first Church, and privy to the greatest
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secret this side of heaven. They were a silent elite -- patriarchs of Constantinople who claimed, by virtue
of descent from Constantine, to be the only true
'the kings of God'."
successor to the Roman Caesars (the Western
The Rex Deus families were at the forefront of the Roman empire having foundered in 476). It is now
First, and every Crusade. Medieval scholars have conveniently forgotten in western Europe until the
long wondered why it should be that the same late eighth century that the popes during this period
families drove all of the Crusades for their entire were merely bishops of Rome, subject to
Constantinople, and needed to have their
duration, and now we had a possible answer.
appointments confirmed by its emperor like any
Once the Christian armies had secured Jerusalem, other bishops.
the non-Rex Deus leaders were quickly removed
and the
Reux Deux families infiltrated the The emergence of a Holy Roman Empire was thus
Jerusalem monarchy and the Church, to ensure that inaugurated in AD 800 by a union between the state
they would not be blocked in the holy endeavor of (King Charlemagne) and the Roman Catholic
the 'Kings of God' to regain what their ancestors Church (the Pope) ruling over Europe, the
Christianized world of the time. The Pope confirmed
had left for them.
that the King was appointed by God and, thus,
In 1114...[the Rex Deus group] told Baldwin [King of should be obeyed in matters of state without
Jerusalem] that they wanted to post a small question. Charlemagne confirmed that the Pope
contingent of knights in Jerusalem to carry out some was the head of the Christ's Church and, thus,
exploratory digging under the pretext of should be obeyed in matters of faith without
being...guardians of the highways for pilgrims. question. For defending the life and papacy of Pope
Leo III, Charlemagne was thus proclaimed by the
Unfortunately, the king was not persuaded.
church as the head of the Holy Roman Empire.
In 1118, Baldwin I died at Such a union between the roman church and roman
the
age
of
sixty state was significant, historical and unique.
(presumably of natural
causes) and his cousin
was rapidly crowned King
Baldwin II of Jerusalem.
Within weeks, nine French
knights were camped on
the
site
of
Herod's
stables... The world was
told their mission was to
save the Christian pilgrims
from the evil Muslim
bandits, but their true
mission was to locate and rescue the scrolls and
treasures of the Jerusalem Church.
The theory of the bloodline of Christ was not only a
key theme running throughout the Rex Deus
families but it was also the premise of the fictional
but heretical movie. The Da Vinci Code Legend, is
actually based on themes presented in the earlier
non-fiction book The Holy Blood and the Holy Grail
(1982) by Michael Baigent, Richard Leigh, and
Henry Lincoln. Both controversial books popularized
From the papal point of view a particular motivation the legend that Jesus was married to Mary
for alliance with the Franks was their need of Magdalene, and that the couple had one or more
offspring. Further, as the Legend goes, those
support against the Byzantine emperors and the
Probably the greatest of all the Merovingian Kings
was Charlemagne who was King of the Franks, 768
to 814 and established his empire by fighting more
than 40 military campaigns in as many years and
produced a Christian order in alliance with the
Roman Catholic Church throughout most of western
Europe.
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descendants immigrated to what is now southern
France. Once there, they intermarried with
European nobility that would eventually become the
lineage of the Merovingian dynasty. Thus,
descendants of the Merovingian's also carried with
them the direct bloodline of Jesus Christ himself.
This would include Charlemagne all the way down
to major world figures today.

The major source for Baigent, Leigh, and Lincoln's
theory, Les Dossiers Secrets, which supposedly
established a genealogical pedigree between the
Merovingian's (kings of the Franks) and Jesus, has
been largely discredited as a hoax. Still, there are
many who hold that the legend/hoax is true despite
that document being a fabrication, pointing to other
stories to make their case.
In The Da Vinci Code, the character Sophie Neveu
finds out that she is a descendant of the
Merovingian's, and thus a living descendent of
Jesus Christ. The Holy Grail is interpreted as Mary
Magdalene herself, who according to the Legend
carried the blood of Christ in the form of a child or
bloodline of Jesus.

she is heir to not only the vast historical records
documenting this bloodline, but also the physical
remains of Mary Magdalene herself i.e. the Holy
Grail. Amid fictional subplots involving the secret
society called the Priory of Sion, and suppression of
knowledge of Christ's living heirs by the Catholic
Church, all concepts are lifted from the non-fiction
book The Holy Blood and the Holy Grail are based
on the central premise that the Merovingian
descendants are also descendants of Jesus Christ.

Interestingly enough, until his death on 4th July
2011, Otto von Habsburg had held the title ''King of
Jerusalem'' since his birth in April 1922. This is the
same title which through ancestry goes back to the
first crusades and Knights Templar Godfrey de
Bouillon who took the title which then become
known under his brother as ''King of Jerusalem''.
Otto von Habsburg’s name, Otto was not some
random choice but referring to what was known as
the Ottonian line dynasty (going back to Otto the
first, also known as ''the great''). Now his son Karl
Von Habsburg has taken over.

Great emphasis is placed on Neveu being a
descendent of the Merovingian's because, as such,
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On 30 November 2000 Otto transferred over to Karl
the position of Head and Sovereign of the Order of
the Golden Fleece. On 1 January 2007, Otto von
Habsburg, also relinquished his status as the Head
of the House of Habsburg, a status which then
devolved on Karl. Interestingly both Otto and Karl
have been instrumental behind the scenes
regarding European integration.

had reigned. Like the Spanish empire of old, the
envisaged Catholic federation was intended to have
large-spectrum antennae in Latin America and the
United States.

Possibly von Habsburg’s most controversial
suggestion has been his recipe for dealing with
national emergencies. In the April 1978 issue of his
conservative publication Zeitbühne, he suggested
Since 1986, Karl von Habsburg has been president that in certain emergency situations (such as
of the Austrian branch of the Paneuropean Union. nuclear blackmail or other major acts of terrorism)
The Paneuropean Movement is a supranational
organisation founded in 1923 by Count Richard “governments should let a strongman take over for a
Coudenhove-Kalergi whose goal was the unity of period of nine months, allowing him to suspend laws and
Europe. Although the Paneuropean Movement is ‘take all measure necessary for the maintenance of the
independent of all political parties, it holds clear and life of the population.”
well-defined principles by which it appraises
Christopher Hollis, in the foreword to von
politicians, parties and institutions.
Habsburg’s book The Social Order of Tomorrow,
Some of the key objectives of the Paneuropa Union points out that Otto ‘would like to see Europe
included keeping the Soviet Union out of Europe resume her essential unity, and in the symbolism of
and creating a Roman Catholic-oriented European that unity he thinks that the imperial crown of
Superstate. The Union also believed that that Britain Charlemagne and of the Holy Roman Empire might
should be kept out of Paneuropa since it manages well have its part to play.’
an autonomous empire. Unlike Russia, Turkey
belonged to Asia and also should not be included in “Inter-European unity has long been a quest of the
Habsburg dynasty. Otto himself often speaks of the
Paneuropa, according to Kalergi.
similarities between the Holy Roman Empire of the
Middle Ages and his view of a coming United States of
Europe.”

In this regard, Otto has stressed the importance of
religion in the formation of a united Europe. He
regards Christianity as Europe’s bulwark:
“The cross doesn’t need Europe, but Europe needs the
cross."

The Paneuropean Union is also responsible for the
12 stars on a blue ground as official symbol for
Europe, which symbolizes the stars of the virgin
Mary. This flag was the basis by which the
European Union flag was created.
Otto von Habsburg also founded the European
Center of Documentation and Information (CEDI)
whose objective was to construct around the
Spanish Borbóns a federation of European states
united in Christianity and anti-Communism. This
sounded very much like a modern resurrection of
the Holy Roman Empire over which Charlemagne

For centuries, the ruling Habsburgs defended the
Continent against the expansion of the Turkish
Ottoman Empire and Mr. von Habsburg had made it
clear previously that all nations bordering the
Mediterranean Sea – including those in North Africa
and the Middle East (the Islamic states) – had a
place in his broad vision for tomorrow's Europe.
In other interviews before his death Otto claimed
that as far as he is concerned, Africa starts with the
Sahara. The small strip above it should still be
included in Europe. Otto was also happy to see that
Central and Eastern Europe starts to have more
and more influence in the rest of Europe.
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There are other claimants of Merovingian descent interests," and that, although Spanish influence was
later superseded partially by French, "certain sites
within European royalty. These include
and monasteries in the Holy Land" were still under
Spanish protection. King Juan Carlos also heads

Juan Carlos I, current king of Spain
the Spanish wing of Habsburgs known as the

Queen Beatrix of the Netherlands

Louis Alphonse, Duke of Anjou, claimant to the ''Order of the Golden Fleece''.
royal throne of France (House of Bourbon
Charles Taylor in his book “The Antichrist King –
legitimist line)

Victor Emmanuel, Prince of Naples, claimant Juan Carlos”, provides a significant level of insight
into the popular belief during the 1990s that King
to the royal throne of Italy (House of Savoy)
Juan Carlos of Spain was the

Amedeo, 5th Duke of Aosta, claimant to the
coming Antichrist. This view
royal throne of Italy (House of Savoy-Aosta)
gathered strength especially

Infante Carlos, Duke of Calabria, claimant to
during 1993 when the historic
the royal throne of Two Sicilies (House of
Middle East Peace conference
Bourbon-Two Sicilies Calabria line)
was signed in Madrid, Spain.

Prince Carlo, Duke of Castro, claimant to the
The relevance of this peace
royal throne of Two Sicilies (House of Bourbon
accord being signed in Spain
-Two Sicilies Castro line)

Charles-Antoine Lamoral, Prince de Ligne de
was seen as testament to a view
La Trémoille
that the Spain was the secret
ingredient within the European

The Scottish House of Stuart
Confederacy from a prophetical

The House of Windsor
standpoint. This view was largely popularized by
Interestingly the swearing in of Prince Juan Carlos Jack Van Impe.
de Borbon as King of Spain in 1975 automatically
involved revival of an ancient title applied to
Spanish monarchs, "KING OF JERUSALEM",
according to the Spanish consul general there.
Count de Campo Rey said that the title, hereditary
in Spanish royalty since the Middle Ages, "while
merely honorific," today, was nevertheless
"extremely precious."
He said that Catholic Kings of Spain had been
recognized by Popes and by Muslim rulers for
centuries as "protectors of Catholic Holy Land
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Two royal families in Great Britain have claimed to
be descendants of the Merovingian's, a bloodline
which supposedly produced many of the ruling
Houses of Europe today, including the British
Monarchy and current ruling House of Windsor.

Wedding, while Diana was already three months
pregnant with Prince William, came the release of
Holy Blood Holy Grail, its three authors making
shocking claims of European lineage supposedly
'exposing' long held Templar secrets.

The other family important to this lineage is the
Scottish House of Stuart (Spencer), whose most
infamous descendant was the late Princess Diana.
While there is discrepancy as to whether or not the
Windsor claims to the Throne of England are
legitimate (being descendants of the Germanic
House of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha), most agree that the
Stuart lineage are not only the rightful heirs to the
Throne of England (and Scotland), and some also
believe, to the Throne of David, and Israel itself.

This
'secret'
being
propagated to the world in
1982
contained
the
genealogical record of the
Davidic Bloodline passing
thru
Christ
and
His
descendants to became the
Merovingian Kings, a secret
which curiously became the
foundation for the Occult and
its own prophecy about the
birth of a future King.
This ancient secret that included a unique Bloodline
supposedly descended from King David was so
powerfully wrought with arcane knowledge that it
threatened the gluttonous ruling classes of Europe
and Church, granting the original Templars enough
power to rival both Europe's nobles and the Church
itself with extinction.

The Knights Templars practiced and prospered,
worshiping a god named Baphomet which many
believed to be the Devil. In time the Church, as well
as the new King of France (who it is said was
awash in Templar debt) had enough, the decree
went out and the once untouchable Knights Templar
In light of this, some researchers believe it was who had grown so vastly powerful in such a short
therefore of paramount importance that the time, were rounded up and put to death wherever
Windsor's sought out a 'Virgin' of the Merovingian they were found, yet many were not found.
Bloodline to marry into, in effect, to finally legitimize
their long held Occult power and authority claimed The year was 1313, and the abrupt disappearance
of them being descendants of Crusader Godfrey de of a major part of the European infrastructure left
Bouillon, who was given the honor of the Kingdom some to speculate that Templars had escaped into
and declared "King of Jerusalem" in 1099, as well the underground, taking with them their vast wealth,
as creating what they see would be a unique Christ power, and knowledge. And so it was, from France
descendant from such a union of their draconic into Scotland, the Templars took with them their
lineages that would forever legitimize their tight heretical lineage, science, and secrets where they
patiently waited, and subtly worked.
grasp on the British Monarchy.
Therefore this intriguing and most infamous of
arranged marriages between Charles and Princess
Diana some researchers believe was not hatched
solely by the Windsor's themselves, it was of far
more ancient design and connected to the Knights
Templar. Interestingly enough, six months after the
Royal

Many of today's secret fraternal Orders, including
Scottish Rite Freemasonry, as well as the cunningly
devised metaphysical movements which prepare for
a New Age, even Satanic cults themselves, all trace
their spiritual roots to Grail Templarism as well as
the so-called Divine Feminine.
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“For that day shall not come, except there come a falling away first, then that Man of Sin shall be revealed, the Son
of Perdition who opposeth and exalteth himself above all that is called God, or that is worshipped; so that he as God
sitteth in the Temple of God, showing himself that he is God. For the Mystery of Iniquity doth already work: only he
[the Spirit of Truth] who now restrains will let, until he be taken out of the way and then shall that Wicked shall be
revealed...Even him, whose coming is after the working of Satan with all power and signs and lying wonders, and
with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in them that perish; because they received not the Love of the Truth
(Jesus Christ), that they might be saved. And for this cause God shall send them a strong delusion that they should
believe a lie.”

Thus, have not the Jews specifically left themselves completely defenseless for such a deception? AntiChrist doctrine permeates modern Judaism in that they believe
"In every generation is born a descendent of Judah who is worthy to become Israel's Moshiach."

Even their Chattam Sofer dictates: "When the time will come, G-d will reveal Himself to him and send him, and
then the [Occult] spirit of Moshiach, which is hidden and secreted, will be made manifest in him."
Seeing the way Jews today speak about the coming of Moshiach, it's easy to see why God is about to allow
for such a strong delusion. Jews, especially today, are still greatly ignorant of Christ, so how does God
ready Israel and worldwide Jewry for the eventual collision course they're on with their supernatural,
conquering, and True Messiah? God shall first send them Antichrist, whom, ironically enough, they will
accept as their Messiah, for a time.
What is this 'strong delusion' and lie that Satan will have most of the world under? Whatever it will be,
consider this, it causes the majority of the earth to worship the Antichrist and that which gives him his
power, as a god. Consider also that whatever this delusion might be, it somehow causes the State of Israel
to think Antichrist to be their long-awaited Messiah. Now, many would wonder how could that even be
possible, the modern State of Israel is not easily deceived, and yet, in that near future, they shall
completely be taken in by something they would under any normal circumstances never think to even
consider, let alone believe in. But because Satan shall have every chance to unleash his deceptive
supernatural power, both upon England as well as Israel, and the world itself, the Jews will believe.
Again, whatever this future deception could be, somehow makes Israel accept the Antichrist, a King of
European descent, as their Messiah. How could this happen? Consider this, you have already seen how
the Bloodline of the Holy Grail and the Magdalene doctrine revolving around the Merovingian Bloodline is
casting a "new light" (of deception) onto the traditional Christian views about Christ, yet since Jews have
never accepted Christ or His Divinity, how could that same Bloodline theory worm its way into Judaism?
The answer is actually a simple one. Its the parallel Satanic
Grail doctrines of British-Israelism, the 'Ten Lost Tribes of
Israel' theory and the Messianic Bloodline of King David.
Understand, since Jews believe their Messiah must come
from the 'Royal Lineage of King David,' and any seriously
considered Messianic candidate therefore must have his
seemingly endless genealogy traced back to Israel's most
beloved King David, is precisely how Israel could not only
be deceived by it, yet ultimately accept a Satanicpossessed global humanitarian, as their Messiah and Lost
King. This lie of the "Ten Lost Tribes" theory which does run
parallel to the Holy Grail lineage, therefore amounts to an
equally powerful Satanic deception, albeit instead of
warping the collective mindset of Christians with notions of
their Christ fathering a lineage of European Kings ruling the
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world today, the Antichrist's version of British-Israelism will be specifically directed at Jews, playing on their
hopes and desires for a Davidic Messiah to rule over them as an ascended mediator between them and
God, one that will finally bring peace to their land, and along with it, a New Age of security for their people.
As mentioned, Israel is not easily deceived, yet such a supernatural and deceptive spin will be placed on
the Grail Bloodline leading to strange events, supernatural sights, and false miracles they will be deceived
by, in regards to Satan's own Bloodline via Cain masking itself as Messianic.
The belief structure of Western Freemasonry, the bloodlines of the Illuminati, and in particular the
Merovingian bloodline is at large in very close proximity to the beliefs of British Israelism also known as
Christian Identity. The theology behind British Israelism is that the children of Israel migrated from Israel
northward after their captivity by the Babylonians and Assyrians. The tribes migrated into Europe such as
present day Turkey and Asia Minor and then eastward and also westward as far as the British Isles. The
view then holds that as descendants of the lost tribes of Israel, that Europe and in particular, Great Britain,
is now the true inheritor of the blessings that God bestowed upon Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and Jacobs seed.

The Stone of Scone ( /ˈskuːn/; Scottish Gaelic: An Lia Fàil), also known as the Stone of Destiny and often
referred to in England as The Coronation Stone, is an oblong block of red sandstone, used for centuries in
the coronation of the monarchs of Scotland and later the monarchs of England, Great Britain and the
United Kingdom. Now kept at Edinburgh Castle in the “Crown Room”, the artifact has also been referred to
as Jacob's Pillow Stone. The Stone of Jacob appears in the Book of Genesis as the stone used as a pillow
by the Israelite patriarch Jacob at the place later called Bet-El. As Jacob had a vision in his sleep, he then
consecrated the stone to God. Supposedly the Stone of Jacob was brought to Ireland by the prophet
Jeremiah and from thence to Scotland. British Israelism see this as a further link between Israel and Great
Britain.
It is sad to note how mainstream religious Jews, both past and present, still will not recognize Christ, their
True Messiah whose lineage is easily traced back to King David, while at the same time being the literal
'Son of David' who fulfilled every single Davidic Messianic prophecy attributed Him for His first advent.
Interestingly, Jews have never believed Christ to be their Messiah because of His Davidic lineage, as they
say it, came through his mother's side and not the patriarchal father's. They are also quick to point out
(somewhat mockingly) that since Christ was the product of a Virgin-birth, how could any father, let alone a
descendant of David, be the human father to Jesus Christ?
In this they are ignorant and limit the power of God, for as Jesus was correctly called the 'Son of David' so
too did God make Him the Son of David, that is to say Jesus Christ was the literal 'Son of King David' just
as He is called. In other words, the seed which God the Father used to impregnate Mary had the entire
genetic code and makeup, via its DNA, and Bloodline from the Davidic lineage, moreover, it was from King
David himself. It seems even God's people have lost sight that with God, all things are possible and all
things are done according to His Word and Wisdom. In fact, this is what the Angel Gabriel was referencing
to when speaking to Mary, asking her if she believed anything was possible, with God. She answered yes,
and in that fateful moment, she was impregnated by the Power of God, and thus, God provided the seed of
David by which she became pregnant with our eternal Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.
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